We build T, <, and Q by recursion on levels. Assume first that there exists a level last constructed, the ath. If I T,, = z > co, we will put for every x E T7 a set R( To insure (7) we define the function Q( , x, x-) for x-E U {R(x, h, r): h} by recursion on 4 < r'. If in the Xth step we treat the case xe Tt Ac TIx, f:A -+ Ti+1, f(a) E U {R(a, h, 4): 4 < i, h} by finding x-in R(x, f, r), clearly we will be done. This task can obviously be solved; we only need to find places for Q(a', x, x-) for those a' e T; I x with a < a' for every a E A. Also, we need to insure that Q(y', x', x) be defined for every y' <I x' < x E-T1+. This can be done, by the choice of <1.
Assume that a is limit and we have to dispose about the ath level. To get Ti; we simply extend every a-branch by a (unique) node. If a, b e Ti; and there is a y < a such that 7ty(a) <I 7y(b) and, for y < / < a, Q(ty(a), iy(b), nrp(b)) = nrp(a) holds, then put a < b and Q(7ty(a), ty(b), b) = a. It is easily seen that <I is a partial order on Ti;. We can extend it to a total order on T1. This gives Q(y', x', x) for every y' <I x' < x E Ta, and (2)-(5) will be satisfied.
The construction of T, <, and Q is, up to the Kth level, therefore completed. We are going to define the Kth level, i.e. we select K+ of the cofinal branches. Assume that K many of them have already been found, we can call them, by renumbering, {ba: a < K}. As by assumption (6) is satisfied for a < / < K, there exists a y < K such that either ba(6) < bp(b) holds for every y < 6 < K or the reverse inequality holds (depending on whether bK <I bp or not). We would like to t extends s, then 1 [-b-"y(t) extends y(s)", and p(t) extends p(s);   (4) if Dom(s) = a is limit, then p(s) = sup{ p(s y): y < a}, and y(s) Having finished the construction we find that (2<K)V, i.e. the complete binary tree of length K, can be embedded into T (this is done by the y(s)'s). The following tree can be embedded into that tree: A = {If: Dom(f) = {cwy: y < a} for some a < K, f is one-to-one, f(woy) < oy}; it is a K-tree, and it is an Aronszajn tree in VP*Q, which embeds into T. COROLLARY 2. It is consistent, relative to the existence of two inaccessible cardinals, that after Le'vy-collapsing an inaccessible to 1), there is no simplified morass which is stationary in Pc,1(w)2) , and therefore, there is no wo-morass with built-in diamond in the resulting model. PROOF. As Velleman [9, 10] deduced the existence of a Kurepa tree with no Aronszajn subtree from the existence of those morasses.
